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2e. Aristotle on Being and Dialectic
Organizer and Chair: May Sim (The University of Oklahoma)
May Sim (The University of Oklahoma), "Being and Dialectic in Aristotle"
John Ellis (Memphis State U.), "Phusis in Plato and Aristotle"
Tim Roche (Memphis State U.), "Aristotle's Moral Epistemology"

2j. Neoplatonism II: Time in Neoplatonism and Other Traditions
Organizer and Chair: Jeremiah Hackett (U. of South Carolina)
William C. Snyder (Binghamton U.), "Aspect 'Time' in Sanskrit"
Jeremiah Hackett (U. of South Carolina), "Augustine On Time"
Michael Wagner (U. of San Diego), "Plotinus and Augustine on Time"
Kazem Misbah Moosavi (McGill U.), "Time in the Philosophy of Mulla Sadra"

2k. Ancient and Medieval Aesthetics I.
Organizer: Christopher Perricone (Baruch CUNY)
Michael Seaman (UCLA), "Tragedy or Stoic Failure: Reading a Stoic Ira in Seneca's Medea"
Francis Coolidge (Loyola U., New Orleans), "Socrates and the Daimonic: On the Voice of the Daimonic Sign"
Jill Gordon (Colby College), "The Play's The Thing: Against Vlastos on Complex Irony"
Marie George (St. John's U.), "Aristotle on Music and Virtue in the Polis"

21. Medieval Philosophy I
Chair: TBA
Muhammad Zareen (McGill U.), "Mulla Sadra on Intentionality"
Seyyed Muhammad Reza Hejazi (McGill U.), "Ontic and Epistemic Affinities between Persons and The Necessary Existent in Islamic Philosophy"
Donald C. Abel (St. Norbert College), "Aquinas and Freud on the Human Soul"
Anthony Street (Australian Nation U.), "Tusi on Avicenna's Logical Connections"

2m. Islamic Philosophy I
Chair: Idris Hamid (SUNY Buffalo)
Kiki Kennedy-Day (NYU), "Islamic Theologians and Philosophers on Atomic Substance"
Mohammad Nasser Saghaye Biria (McGill U.), "Cognitive Science and Islamic Epistemology"
Geoffrey D. Porter (NYU), "The Heart as the Nexus Between Man and God in the Thought of al-Ghazali"
Aboulfâzl Sajadi (McGill U.), "Salient Features of the Epistemology of Mulla Sadra"

2m. Gender Studies: Self Identity and Gender Relations
Chair: TBA
Pat Washington (Binghamton U.), TBA
Camille S. Williams (Brigham Young U.), TBA
Sally Malone-Hawkins (Binghamton U.), TBA
Lynda Dayley (SUNY Oneonta), TBA

SAT 1:00-4:00 p.m.

3i. Ancient and Medieval Aesthetics II.
Organizer: Christopher Perricone (Baruch CUNY)
Chair: TBA
Anna Greco (Ohio U.), "Plato's Imitative Poetry in the Republic"
Hayden Ausland (U. of Montana), "The Dialogue Proem to Plato's Republic"
Basil Dusallo (UCLA), "Wearing the Phallus: Aristophanes' Ecclesiazusae"
Michael C. Mittelstadt (Binghamton U.), "The Greek Literary and Philosophical Background of Tacitus' Ethics"

3j. Medieval Philosophy II:
Organized by Blake D. Dutton (Emory U.)
Chair: Steven Brown (Boston U.)
Steven Brown (Boston U.), "The Unity of Being in Medieval Christian Philosophy"
3k. Islamic Philosophy II:
Chair: TBA
Parviz Morewedge (Binghamton U. and Cornell U.), "Pragmatism in Islamic Philosophy: Ibn Sina and Tusi on Syntactical, Epistemological and Ontological Domains of Inquiry"
Allan Bäck (Kutztown U.), "Avicenna on the Categories"
Sheikh Ja'far Idris (Institute of Arabic Sciences), "Ibn Taymiya's Criticism of the Mystics"
Aboulhassan Haghani Khaveh (McGill U.), "Recent Developments in Islamic Mysticism"

31. A Symposium on Human Rights
Chair: Michael K. Green (SUNY Oneonta)
David Cingranelli (Binghamton U.), "Multicultural Themes on the Universality of Human Rights"
Fred Gedicks (Brigham Young U.), "Legal Perspectives on Human Rights"
Comments: Douglas P. Lackey (Baruch CUNY)
Achim Koddermann (SUNY Oneonta)
Raziel Abelson (New York U.)

3m. A Symposium on Ethics, Healing and the Good Life
Chair: TBA
Douglas W. Shrader (SUNY Oneonta), "The Use and the Abuse of the Phenomenon of Death for a Perspective of the Good Life"
Blanka Novotna (Orlando, Florida), "Reflections on the Phenomena of Healing in Mysticism"*Jenny Yates (Wells College):TBA
*Lee Nailey (Ithaca College):TBA
Marie-Louise Friquegnon (William Paterson College):TBA
*Alice McDowell (Ithaca College), TBA

SAT 4:00-6:30 p.m.

4i. Neoplatonism V.
Organizer and Chair: Alice C. Hunsberger (Hunter CUNY)
Alice C. Hunsberger (Hunter CUNY), "Plotinian Neoplatonism and Isma'ili Neoplatonism: The Case of Nasir Khosrow"
Sophie Berman (Fordham U.), TBA
David L. Martin (Washington Academy): The Neoplatonism and Islamic Mysticism"

4j. Medieval Philosophy III: Aquinas
Organizer and Chair: Jeremiah Hackett (U. of South Carolina)
David B. Burrell (U of Notre Dame), "Al-Ghazali and Aquinas on 'The Distinction' between God and the World"
Kevin White (Catholic U. of America), "Aquinas on Time"
Edward Macierowski (Benedictine College), "Aquinas' Aim for Writing Summa Theologia"
James T. H. Martin (St. John's U.), "Mind and Intentionality: Aristotle and Aquinas"

4k. Philosophical Perspectives on The Narrative
Organizer and Chair: Thomas H. Gaskill (Southern Illinois U. at Carbondale)
Thomas H. Gaskill (Southern Illinois U. at Carbondale), "The Ramayana and Shahnama: Epics as Cultural Self-Understanding"
Lenore Langsdorf (Southern Illinois U. at Carbondale), "Narrative as the Structure of Knowledge"
Scott Reagan (Bowling Green State U.) "Aristotle's Poetics: Analysis of Narrative for Children"

4l. Conceptual Perspectives on Africana Studies
Chair: Omari H. Kokole (Binghamton U.)
Omari H. Kokole (Binghamton U.), "The Phenomenology of Ecophilia in Africana Civilization"
Achim Koddermann (SUNY Oneonta), "Salient Historical Perspectives to Eurocentricity in Africana Studies"
Maria Grosz-Ngate (Binghamton U.), "The Anthropological Perspectives on Africana Studies"
John Murungi (Towson State U.), "Aesthetic Concepts in Africana Studies"

4m. A Symposium on Gender Studies: Taoism and Gender Relations
Chair: TBA
Speaker: Sachiko Murata (SUNY Stony Brook), "Gender Relations: The Lesson of Tao"
Comments: Alice C. Hunsberger (Hunter CUNY), Marie-Louise Friquegnon (William Paterson College), Parveen Hansanali (St. Thomas U., New Brunswick), Abdulaziz Talbani (U. of St. Thomas)

4n. A Symposium on Jihad in Islamic Philosophical Theology
Chair: William C. Chittick (SUNY Stony Brook)
Speaker: Ali Misbah (McGill U.), "Salient Dimensions of 'Jihad' in Islam?"
Comments: Ilyas Ba-Yunus (SUNY Cortland), David B. Burrell (U. of Notre Dame), Sheik Ja'far Idris (Institute of Islamic and Arabic Sciences), Daniel C. Peterson (Brigham Young U.)

SUN 9:00 a.m. -12:00 noon

6f. Aristotle's Ethics
Organizer and Chair: May Sim (The University of Oklahoma)
Edward C. Halper (U. of Georgia), "Virtue and the State in Aristotle"
Ronna Burger (Tulane U.), "Virtue in the Citizen and in the State"
Christopher Perricone (Barnard, CUNY), "Aristotle on Moral Authority"

6g. Medieval Philosophy III
Chair: Douglas P. Lackey (Barnard CUNY)
Douglas P. Lackey (Barnard CUNY), "Vices and Virtues in the Middle Ages"
Muhammad Fana'i (McGill U.), "Epistemological Basis of Reason and Revelation in Islamic Philosophy"
Inna Kupreeva (U of Toronto), "Duns Scotus on the Ontological Argument"

6h. Jewish Philosophy and Theology
Chair: TBA
*Lenn E. Goodman (Vanderbilt U.), "Neoplatonism and Jewish Philosophy"
Idit Dobbs-Weinstein (Vanderbilt U.), "Maimonides on Perfecting the Intellect"
Allan Udoff (Baltimore Hebrew U.), "The Excellence of Contemplative Life: Bahya ibn Pakuda’s Soulful Metaphysics"
David Regenspan (Cornell U.), "Contemporary Jewish Theology"
Lance Sussman (Binghamton U.), "Monotheism and Contemporary Jewish Theology"

6i. The Aesthetics and the Ethics of Self, Nature and Community Among Native Americans
Organizer and Chair: Michael K. Green (SUNY Oneonta)
Michael K. Green (SUNY Oneonta), "Ethics of the Communal Self Among Native Americans"
David Kirkpatrick (Binghamton U.), "Aesthetics of the Communal Self Among Native Americans"
Robert C. Collier (Binghamton U.), "Politics of the Communal Self Among Native Americans"

6j. A Symposium on Liberation, Rights and the Africana Muslim Women
Organizer and Chair: Asha Samad (City College CUNY)
Speakers: TBA

6k. Global Societal Studies I
Chair:TBA
Henri Boyi (Cornell U.), "Political Conflicts and Ethnic Tensions in Africana Society"
Nicholas Stix (William Paterson College), "Social Sciences of the Frankfurt School"
Sebuhara C. Ruzinu (Binghamton U.), "Temporal Dimensions of Economics Explanations"
Magnus Basie (SUNY Oneonta), "Multicultural Education and the Global Self"
*Negussay Ayele (U. of Addis Ababa and Binghamton U.), "Politics and Africana Studies"

6l. Multicultural Perspectives on Political Philosophy and Ethics
Chair:TBA
Wes Rehberg (Binghamton U.), "Plato, Voyeurism, and Political Resistance"
Abbasali Shamelie (McGill U.), "Knowledge and Value in Islamic Epistemology"
Andeberhan W. Tensae (St. Frumenpius Institute of Enterca, Africa), "The Ethics of Good Life in Christian Ethiopian Theology"
Achim Koddermann (SUNY Oneonta), "The Place of Ethics in Politics and Economics in European Thought"

6m. Sikh Philosophy I
Organizer and Chair: Gurch Singh (Marymount U.)
TBA

SUN 1:00 -4:00 p.m.

7d. A Round Table Discussion on The Nature of Mysticism
Chair: TBA
Ewert H. Cousins (Fordham U.)
Parviz Morewedge (Binghamton U. and Cornell U.)
William C. Chittuck (SUNY Stony Brook)
Alan Bäck (Kutztown)
Muhammad Estelami (McGill U.)

7e. Global Societal Studies II
Chair:TBA
Michael Koch (SUNY Oneonta and Albany), "Philosophical Premises of Western Static and Dynamic Models of Society"
Ilyas Ba-Yunus (SUNY Cortland), "What is 'Islamic' in Islamic Economic Theory?"
Darryl Thomas (Binghamton U.), "Liberal Politics After Marxism, Revolution and Society in African Politics"
Sayed Ahmad Rahnamaei (McGill U.), "The Ethics of Islamic Economics"

7f. Symposium on African American Social Thought
Organizer and Chair: Amir Al-Islam (New York U.)

7g. Concepts in Islamic Economics
Chair: TBA
Thomas Uthup (Binghamton U.), "The Islamic Concept of Economic Development"
Abdaiiz Ssin (UNICEF), "Salient Features of Islamic Economics"
Mahmoud Namazi Esfâhani (McGill U.), "Global Message of Islamic Economics"

7h. Multicultural Perspectives: The Phenomenology of Experience
Chair: TBA
William Snyder (Binghamton University), "Time in Sanskrit"
TBA, "Prayer and Conversion in Ethiopian Christianity"
TBA

7i. Sikh Philosophy II
Organizer and Chair: Gurch Singh (Marymount U.)
TBA

Addendum II [ Papers added to panels]

3c. [Ken Casey (St. Olaf College), "Friendship as the Context of Discussion in the Republic"]
3g. [Aphrodite Alexandrakis (Barry U.), "Pythagorean Mysticism in Plotinus' Notion of Number"
4a. [Christos Evangelou (Towson State U.), "Destiny of the Soul: Porphyry Corrects Plato and Plotinus According to Augustine"]
6a. [Eric Snider (U. of Toledo), "Putting Euthyphro Back on Track"]
6c. [Lloyd Gerson (U. of Toronto), TBA]
6e. [Michael Stoeber (Catholic U.), "Embodied Transformations in Mystic Theology"]